GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (LSC)
MINOR PUPPY DOG
st

SEIGEN YA THINK
S:*Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste (imp Deu)
D:Seigen Tigerfly AZ

1

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

21/02/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

7 m. medium size, medium strong puppy of very good type. Good head and expression, where the underjaw is still
to develop and the eyes could be darker. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, sightly good croup,
broad thighs, good forequarter angulation very good hindquarter. Steps slightly close going, wide coming with
elbows still to firm. Shows good ground covering gait. Promising

OPEN DOG
st

*SEIGEN LITTLE VINCENT
S:*Seigen Party Starter AZ
D:Seigen Miss Know It All

1

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

26/09/2008
D&C Gallacher
F Wray/S Redfern

4 years, 65 cm. A very large, medium strong dog of very good type. Very Good head and, expression, with good
strength of underjaw. Slightly erect neck, normal withers, firm back, croup is of good lay, but slightly short. Good
fore and very good hind quarter angulation. Good length of underchest. Steps correct going slightly wide going,
where the elbows could be firmer. Shows very good movement with powerful drive where the reach could be more
effective. Excellent
CHALLENGE DOG – Seigen Little Vincent
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG – Seigen Ya Think
BEST OF BREED – Seigen Little Vincent
RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED – Seigen Ya Think

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (SC)
BABY PUPPY DOG
st

1

GRANDWEST MAD MAX
S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex
D:*Uscha vom Bauhofer-Land aZ (imp Deu) Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/04/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

5 months . An above medium size medium strong dog of very good type. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour , good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and well laid croup. Good fore,
very good hind quarter angulation, good fore and underchest development for his age. Steps slightly close going,
correct coming. Shows a very good balanced ground covering movement. VERY PROMISING
nd

2

GRANDWEST LEVI
S:*Grandwest Ulando Az Ex.M
D:*Yilka aus Wattenscheid (imp Deu)

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

20/03/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

7 months, a large, medium strong puppy of very good type, very good pigmentation, with a very good head and
expression, with good eye colour. Slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, well laid croup. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulations, still to develop in the underchest and forechest. Steps close going, correct coming.
Shows very good ground covering movement. VERY PROMISING
rd

3

GRANDWEST LYNX
S:*Grandwest Ulando AZ Ex.M
D:*Yilka aus Wattenscheid (imp Deu)

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

20/03/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

6 months. A large, medium strong dog of very good type, he has a good head and expression where the stop
should be a little more pronounced. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good croup. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, still to develop in fore and underchest, Steps slightly close going, correct coming,
shows very good ground covering movement. VERY PROMISING
th

4

SEIGEN FAKE ID
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:Seigen Crunchies Toffee Apple AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/05/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 1/2months. Above medium size medium strong puppy. He has a good head and expression with the ears still to
firm. Good length and lay of neck, high withers firm back, slightly steep croup, good fore and very good hind
quarter angulation. Good forechest and underchest development for his age, steps slightly close going, correct
coming. Shows good movement. VERY PROMISING

MINOR PUPPY DOG
st

1

SEIGEN LOGANS RUN
S:*Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ
D:Seigen Ooh La La

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/02/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

7 months. Above medium size dog of very good type; with a good head and expression where the eyes could be
darker. Slightly short neck, normal withers, firm back, good length but slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where
the upper arm should be longer and better angled.. Very good fore and underchest development for his age. Steps
slightly close going, correct coming, shows good movement with effective drive, where the reach should be more
expansive. VERY PROMISING

PUPPY DOG
st

1

SEIGEN TESSAS ROMMELL
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

21/09/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

11 months. A large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type. Has a good head and expression where
the eyes could be darker. Good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, well laid croup. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation. Pronounced chest proportions with good length of underchest. Stands correct in front.
Steps slightly close going, correct coming, where the elbows are sill to firm. Shows very good movement with
strong drive and good reach. VERY PROMISING

JUNIOR DOG
st

1

GRANDWEST MALISAS GOLD LOGIE AZ
S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M
D:*Malisa vom Finkenschlag a (imp Deu) Z Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/04/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

17months 65.5 cm. A large, medium strong, substantial. dog of very good type. A richly coloured dog with a very
good head and expression and a strong underjaw, the eyes could ideally be a little darker. Very good length and
lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup, good fore and very good hind quarter
angulation with broad thighs. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development for his age.
Steps correct going, slightly narrow coming, were the elbows are still to firm. He shows a very good exuberant
movement with powerful drive and good reach. VERY GOOD
nd

2

*SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE AZ
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VERY GOOD

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

17/09/2010
EXH
D&C Gallacher

2 years. 65.5 cm. A very large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type, richly coloured, with good
pigment, very good head and expression, with good eye colour. Good length and lay of neck, normal withers, firm
back, good length and lay of croup. Slightly elongated in proportions, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, good fore and underchest development for his age, stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow going
and correct coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive and good reach. VERY GOOD
rd

*LASHADAS XANG BANG AZ
S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

3

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

30/01/2011
R&S Hosking
W&G Martin

19 months. 63.5 Just above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type. Very good head and expression
with good eye colour. Slightly short, but well laid neck, normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest development
for his age, steps correct going, and coming. Shows good movement with strong drive where the reach cold be
more effective. VERY GOOD
th

JOANCHELL NICOS (IID)
S:*Arex von der Wilhelmswarte SchH3 aZ
D:*Int Ch Debby vom Schuberthäuschen SchH2 (imp Austria)

4

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

3/03/2011
EXH
J&A Mitchell

18 months. D P1 upper right, 65 cm. A large, medium strong dog of very good type. Very good head and
expression with dark masking. slightly erect neck of good length, normal withers, firm back, slightly short and steep
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, slightly elongated in proportions, stands correct in front,
good forechest, but the underchest could be more developed. Steps correct going and coming. Shows good
movement with strong drive where the reach could be more effective. VERY GOOD

OPEN DOG
st

1

*GRANDWEST ULANDO
S:*Yke von Haus Charly a (imp Deu) Z Ex
D:*Fremont Hot Property AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/12/2008
EXH
D&C Willis

3 years, 9 months, 65.5, A large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type. He has a very good head and
expression where ideally the eyes could be darker. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, well
laid; just slightly short croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good
fore and underchest development, for his age, correct in all height to length proportions. Steps correct going and
coming, where the elbows could be firmer. Shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive and good
reach. EXCELLENT
nd

2

*GUSTEL vom ZELLERGRUND SCHH3 (IMP Deu)
S:*Panjo vom Kirschental SchH3 aZ
D:*Walli vom Zellergrund aZ SchH1

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

30/05/2008
K-H Fuller
J&A Mitchell

5 years. 4 months, 65 cm. Large, medium strong dog of very good type. Strongly coloured, with very good pigment,
very good head and expression, with dark eyes. Slightly erect neck, high withers, firm back, well laid but slightly
short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, very good fore and underchest development.
Stands correct in front, moves slightly close going, correct coming where the elbows could be firmer. He shows
very good ground covering movement with powerful drive, but where the reach could be more effective.
EXCELLENT
rd

3

*SEIGEN WILLIES CHARLIE
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:Seigen Ursula AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/08/2009
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 years. 63.5 cm. Above medium size, medium strong dog of good type. He has a very good head and expression
with good eye colour. Slightly erect neck but of good length. Normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, slightly east/ west in front, good fore and underchest
development. Steps correct going, and coming, where he elbows could be firmer. Shows very good movement
with powerful drive where the reach should be more effective. EXCELLENT

CHALLENGE DOG – Grandwest Ulando
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG – Homer von Amasis

BABY PUPPY BITCH
st

1

JOANCHELL OLGA
S:*Gustel vom Zellergrund SchH3 (imp Deu)
D:*Int Ch Debby vom Schuberthauschen SchH2 (imp Austria)

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/05/2012
EXH
J&A Mitchell

Large, strong substantial bitch of very good type. She has a strong, but still feminine head where the eye colour could
be darker. Good length and lay of neck, firm back, good lay of croup. Good fore and, very good hindquarter
angulation. A strongly boned bitch with very good fore and underchest development for her age. Steps close going,
correct coming where the elbows are still to firm. She shows a very good ground covering gait. VERY PROMISING
nd

2

GRANDWEST MINKA
S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex
D:*Uscha vom Bauhofer-Land aZ (imp Deu) Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/04/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

5 ½ months, Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type.Good head and expression, where the eyes
could be darker, underjaw still to develop. High withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup for her age, good fore
and very good hindquarte angulations. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest for her age. Steps
correct coming and going, shows a very good ground covering gait. VERY PROMISING
rd

3

SEIGEN KISS ME QUICK
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:Seigen Crunchies Toffee Apple AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/05/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4 months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, she has a good head and expression where the
ears are still to firm. Good length of neck, normal withers, good firm back, good croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations, stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest development for her age. Correct going and
coming where the elbows are sill to firm. She shows a very good ground covering, balanced gait. VERY PROMISING
th

4

REDHAUS RASTI
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu)
D:*Cenni v Wierlings Hook

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/06/2012
EXH
M Pascuzzi

3 months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. She has a good head and expression , good
length and lay of neck normal wither, good croup. Good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct
in front. Steps correct going and coming where the elbows are still to firm. Shows a very good ground covering gait.
VERY PROMISING

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
st

1

SEIGEN SUGAR PEARL
S:*Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ Ex
D:Seigen Miss Know It All

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

26/02/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

6.5months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. A very good feminine expressive head with
good eye colour. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good length but slightly steep croup. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Still to develope in fore and underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct
going, and coming, where the elbows are still to firm. She shows a good balanced movement with strong drive and
good reach. VERY PROMISING
nd

2

SEIGEN JIMMYS EVITA
S:*Ch Jimmy vom Barutherland (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Seigen All About Us AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

22/12/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

8 months. Missing P1 upper left. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. She has a very good
head and expression where the eye could be darker. Good lay of neck, normal withers, firm back. Good fore and

very good hindquarter angulation, good croup. Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest development
for her age, steps correct going, and correct coming, where the elbows are still to firm. Shows a very good ground
covering gait with strong drive and good reach. PROMISING

PUPPY BITCH
st

1

ALDERHAUS QUEEN PIXIE VEGAS
S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp Ndl)
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

13/12/2011
EXH
P Alder

9 months. Large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type. She has a very good head and expression.
Very good length and lay of neck, high withers firm back, very good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest chest development for her age. Stands correct in front,
steps slightly close going, correct coming. She shows a very god ground covering gait with strong drive and
effective reach. VERY PROMSING

JUNIOR BITCH
st

1

VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA AZ
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M

DOB:
Br:

D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex

Exh:

25/04/2011
L Pearson
T Roberts/L
Pearson

16 ½ months. Above medium size, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type. Very good head and
expression with strong underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck, firm back, good croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, broad thighs. Very good fore and underchest development for age. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct going and coming. Shows a very good ground covering gait with strong drive and free reach. VERY
GOOD
nd

2

GRANDWEST IZZY
S:*Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison ET CCD AZ Ex.M
D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

22/08/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

12months, 58.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. Very good head and expression
where the eyes could be darker. Good lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length but slightly steep croup,
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development for her age. Stands
correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct coming; where the elbows are still to firm. Shows a very good
ground covering gait with a powerful drive and a good reach. VERY GOOD
rd

3

SEIGEN FRAGGLE ROCK
S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz SchH3 a ED V (imp Deu)
D:*Seigen Astas Esprit AZ VERY GOODM

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

10/06/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

15 months 58 cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type; with a very good head and
expression, slightly erect neck. Normal withers, firm back good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore
and underchest development for her age, correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct coming where the
elbows are still to firm. She shows a good ground covering gait, with strong drive, where the reach should be more
effective. VERY GOOD

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
st

1

FRIEDENTAL BLISS FULICIOUS AZ
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex

DOB:
Br:

D:*Friedental Colas Karisma AZ Ex

Exh:

17/05/2010
N Humphries
N Humphries/C
Gallacher

2 years. 4 months. 60.5 cm. A very large, strong bitch of very good type. With a very good head and expression
with good eye colour and good depth of under jaw. Very good lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay, but
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front. Good fore and
underchest development, steps correct going and coming where the elbows should be firmer. She shows a very
good ground covering movement with powerful drive and effective reach. VERY GOOD
nd

2

GRANDWEST EBONY ROSE AZ
S:*Enzor vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 BH AD a ED HNeg.DNA (imp Blg)Ex.M
D:*Grandwest Rhianna Rose AZ VGM

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/01/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

22 months 58 cm. DP1 upper right. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type. She has a very
good head and expression with good eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good
length and lay of croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development
presented today slightly out of coat, stands correct in front. Steps correct going and coming, She shows a very
good ground covering gait with strong drive where the reach cold be a little more effective. VERY GOOD
rd

3

ALDERHAUS PENNYS FERELDA AZ
S:*Mika vom Overledingerland SchH1 a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Alderhaus Kazans Embrace AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

23/10/2010
EXH
P Alder

22 months,59 cm. A large, medium strong bitch of very good type. She has a good head and expression where the
stop could be more pronounced. Good length of neck normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, slightly
elongated in proportions. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, stands correct in front, good fore and
underchest development. Steps slightly close going, correct coming, the elbows could be firmer. Shows very
good ground covering gait with strong drive, where the reach could be more effective. VERY GOOD

OPEN BITCH
st

1

*SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE
S:*Maltaknights Master Unox AZ Ex.M
D:*Shaygar Zahrina AZ VERY GOOD

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/11/2007
EXH
JAK Smith

4years, 9 months, , 57.5 Above medium size stretched bitch of very good type. Very good head and expression,
with good eye colour. Good length and lay of neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of croup, very
good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, good fore and underchest development, steps
correct going correct coming. She shows a very good powerful ground covering gait with powerful drive and good
reach. EXCELLENT
nd

2

*GRANDWEST ZENA
S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex
D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

20/03/2010
EXH
D&C Willis

2 ½ years. 59.5 cm A very large, medium strong bitch of very good type. She has a very good head and expression
with good eye colour. Good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development.
Steps correct going, and coming. She shows a very good ground covering gait with powerful drive and free reach.
EXCELLENT
rd

3

*SEIGEN ASTAS ESPRIT
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Seigen Viola AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

3/10/2009
EXH
D&C Gallacher

56.5 3 yrs. A medium size bitch of very good type, with very good head and expression, good eye colour. Good
length and lay of neck, normal withers firm back, good length and lay of coup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development, stands lightly narrow in front, steps correct
going and coming where the elbows should be firmer. She shows a very good ground covering movement with
strong drive, but the reach could be freer. EXCELLENT

CHALLENGE BITCH – Shaygar Jaxonique
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH – Grandwest Zena
BEST OF BREED – Grandwest Ulando
RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED – Shaygar Jaxonique

BEST BABY PUPPY

23 – Joanchell Olga

BEST MINOR PUPPY

28 – Seigen Sugar Pearl

BEST PUPPY

33 – Alderhaus Queen Pixie Vegas

BEST JUNIOR

34 – Volscaro Ciao Bella

BEST INTERMEDIATE

14 – Homer von Amasis

BEST OPEN

19 – Grandwest Ulando

CHALLENGE DOG

19 – Grandwest Ulando

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG 14 – Homer von Amasis
CHALLENGE BITCH

41 – Shaygar Jaxonique

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH 45 – Grandwest Zena

